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Moonkin form) or remuneration (ruffled punishment) hysteria (Dk blood) + 20% give fans now you are thinking because hysteria, almost every damage that a wild druid does â â â Â © Fanici.ã ¢ (Mangle, Shred, attacks normal). All these the movements benefit from this enthusiast. Â © with this, they are not strong cooldown to explode as long as the
hysteria is high. Knights of Death - A significant part of his damage is elementary and non -fanic. Evoking Gargola does not produce the supreme of the swimming of The Swimsumates of the improvement-a good part of the damage is elemental of him. It is that in Hysteria Warmano accumulates with the desire for death, they are also a target on the
run. of esteem does not benefit from hysteria. Paladini of Punish-Gran part of his damage. The opponent (before other expert wild druids starts to shoot me from me) no rotation as a fierce druid. Just a list of priority. Each wild has the opening of the rotation opening to obtain some important timers. Every fierce decides it alone. Extra damage over 9
seconds (damage that this movement increases when the attack power increases) is Rip: finition, arrify if used with more combined points, the damage is done in 12 seconds; More combination points. Fairy Fire: decrease the enemy armor of 5% (they do not apply if there is a ferocious tank or a balancing druid in attack) - fragment: cause 225% of the
damage to weapons + 666, benefiting from the debut of Mangle. The target to be used must be active (the damage increases when the attachment power and / or the penetration of the armor increases). Â £ O, the damage increases when used with more combination points. 6 seconds (if talented 60 energy bã £ Â´ nus) ã ¢ Berserk: the energy cost of
the movements is reduced by 50% for 15 seconds (20 if glyph) you have gone as fierce that you have to learn when you use it. The Mangle lasts 1 minute, so before expiring, you will update it. Rake is a bleeding movement. Cié means that it is a points movement (damage over time). You have to use the right rack or close after the deadline. Let
everything be ready before updating it. It is a bleeding movement. Cié means that even a point movement (damage over time) from the rake, you can update this movement every time you want. But be careful, update when you have 5 combination points. A long enough long, but wild roar is almost disabled first. The movement increases by 30% all the
damages you do (33% if glyph). of combination to obtain an increase in very quick damage, but you have to refuse it and above all waste some precious time. If you have 2 cp you can use it and wait better you can start before you have to update it. Mainly I use the wild roar with combined points 3/4/5 in Hungium and update it during Berserk.
Together with my tiger fan. Try using the wild roar with 5 points combined after the Berserk passages. From time to time a wild 4cp roar does not hurt him because he is still almost aware of his tiger fan. Just a little more stress over time. Wild Rugito vs Ripajudde my wild roar and the Rip exhibition at the same time what I do? May the duration be
more big again, go out with 5 points combinations as possible and update the RIP. As if it were the druid dps / tank. If there is a druid balance or a tank does not use it, the tanks use it to obtain the agro. Extra. The shred is your main combination. Use the fragment when the rake is ready and you have enough cp. A clear cast and you have to choose
between rake and shreds, first and soon the rake. Finish. Using the right cast precisely for the fragment is very difficult. And be careful that you are not a spam spam. I can use it are my timer timers high enough. Will you receive enough points combined over time? Your mind when you want to use it. The times of this movement are very important.
The only one when Roar and Wild Rip are more than 10 seconds. If you apply it underneath, it will be a little lucky to get enough combined points. May he come from cooling, as much as you will not get more than 100 energy. Use Berserk always when it's cold., Your DPS will always be the least in a fight in which you have to run a lot. Or you have to
change the goal full fly. This was my guide. I hope you have learned something from it. R £ Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â, you can always say and control it if it is and can be inserted in the guide. Have surprising and surprising all high DPS classes with your DPS and let me think you are wrong in their rotation. Not all classes are happy when a ferocious druid
produces more dps of them. You must have soft roofs. The hard cover is for the tanks. But usually every ferocious druid uses the precise primary ... accelerating well in a ferocious druid, it is not worth stacking or moaning it. The equipment we use must provide us enough. Armor that your opponent has. The greater the state, the more ignore the
armor of yours With melee attacks or movements. The limit of the penetration of the armor is 1400. Taloni frozen) is+ 10% ap-> Blood-DK (Power Abominhable), MM-Hunter (Aura Trushot) or strengthening shaman (triggered anger) ã ¢+ agi / Str -> DK (Winter Horn provides 155 each) or improved shaman (Earth Planet Force provides 178 each!)
-20% target armor -> debuff applied by Proto -Warrior (Sunder Armor) or by all the rides (exhibit the Armor, finish) is+ap -> warriors (+548 ap when not qualified, +685 when qualified in the commander presence) or paladins (+550 ap when it is not qualified, +687 when it is skilled in imp. Voldfury totem ) or Frost -Dk (Imp. Any point above that it is
a waste. Fierce benefits both of its agility and its penetration of the armor. increases the damage of bleeding. Mints fanic do more damage. Most of the wild druids are with The question: it is better to stack the penetration of the armor instead of the agility or only the containment. L With the penetration of the armor it is less than 400 you must stack
agility. 400-1400, stack the penetration of the major armor, accumulations agility. 1400 = Army penetration limit, all the points above which are a waste. Reaching the limit more quickly. Like a ferocious start -up there are 3 bugigngas obtained in Warmana that we can Ecrys of Needle, Rock Mjolnir Stone and Victory Fand forget, called Banner of
Victory. The Deathmbaggers and Sharp Sharp. In reality it is the late Bugugangas. But, as an entrance, you can perfectly combine scorples is linked to Ago or Moulleir Rusone with the victory banner. Once the classification of the penetration of the armor is about 900, you should try to look for a substitute for the closed input with closure with needles
/ Mjolnir Rustone. â € and more and more and other costume jewelery will benefit you more. Which is perfect to use for both Deathbringer and acute twilight scale 3% chronic) ã ¢ red: fracture of the cardinal (+20 of the armor penetration), delicate rubby cardinal (+20 agility) ã ¢ blue: tear nightmare (+10 for all statctics, is combined with all the
sockets) Yellow: rigid Kings Amber (+20 hit ratening), Precise (+10 evaluation of curves, speed of hit +10), shimmering Amerine (+10 agility, speed of hit +10). Kings Ambra I need. I am not using sparkling admittrine, because it would allow me or beat the â € â € â € â € ‹limit or limit of Peria and also requires more slots of gems of what I have today.
22 AGICHEST - +10 Stasteswrist - Fur coating - Attacking power (Leatherworking)> AssaultHands Maggiore - IPERSPEED accelerators (EN GINERING)> +20 AGILEGS - Armor on leg of ices or reinforcements Jerba Nerubia Feet - Icewalker (when below The Hit cap)> 16 Agifinger - +40 Apweapon - Berserking> Mongoose> Massacre>
Executioner> Setting the setting rate, at the limit. Specialization, at the moment.> Agility if you are slow, if you contain, read the "classification of agility vs. armor" to decide which statistics it is best for you: agility or an armor penetration assessment. Especially to approach 8%. The professional profession has its benefits. First. Alchemy: +80 Attack
Power through mixology, when using the Ferraria Infinita Evaluation of auctions for 12 seconds, 1 minute CD due to the reinforced enchanting in the shoulder jewel: 3x +34 SHORT gems to +20 inventions of shrubs. 3 * 14 = 42 ARP Gear is the list of the bri that are cured sieme Focando naãaly bis ilsto Normalhead: sanctified lasherweave
headguardneck: flies -cruel clawshoulders: sanctified lasherweve Shouldsback: sylvanas cunning (hc), Veresa's dexterity (hc)/recourse. : Sanctified Lasherweave RaimentWrist: Toskk's Maximized WristguardsHands: Aldriana's Gloves of Secrecy /Gripswaist di Cat Burglar: ASTRYLIAN's SUTUT CINCH/Vengeful Nooselegs: santificato Lasherweave
Legguardsfeet: Bootsring di pellicce frostbitten 1: Frostbrood Sapphire Ringring 2: CASSE DI ASSHEN DI CAMBIA DI ASSEGGIO DI CAMBIA Of Idolo della Luna Assembly cries encore with ICC HC Modead: sanctified Lasherweave Headguardneck: University's Cruel Cashoulders: Santified Lasherweave Scrotpadsbac K: Shadowvault Slayer's
Cloak/Sylvanas Cunning (HC), VereaSa's Dexterity (HC) Chest Toskk/ Shabrage Armanhandshands: Gloves of Secrecywaist's Maximized Cups of the Aldiana's Maximized: Cinchleg Suturalian Cinchleg: Santified Lasherweve Lipguardsfeet: FrostBitten Fur BootSshing 1: Deacting Willinger of Willinger by Willingen. , Accusation of the general hydrolene
idol of the Moonlembre that cries that the lists of Bri are not perfect. Good for a wild druid. Dolo of mutilation: Their qualities and shreds grant 200 agility for 15 s (emblem of the triumph) is the mood of the moon that cries: every time their bleeding rake causes damage, earnings 44 agility for 15 s.mhand atm Â © 5 times. Armor (if you n has a
penetration of armor and cannot buy a bottle of infinite anger) a food: healthy rhinos (if not the penetration of the armor), dragonfin, fish. It is difficult to tell you how important every enthusiast is, as it depends on your equipment. But the order should be more or less the same. -> Shaman of improvement (Imp. They are all the new and old wild
players. Tempesty and I am playing Lordaron. I touched so much the horde started to combine the game with work that is more difficult for me A ferocious druid, I used various specifics. Guys in which you put it from the glycyfseu of the tank / dps, I went to put the main glyphs because secondary glyfi are a personal preference. Druid Pve Dps
Speglyph of Ripglyph of Savage Roarglyph of Shredpure Pveglyph of Ripglyph of Savage Roarglyph of Shredpvp/Pveglyph of Ripglyph of Berserk/Glyph of Savage Roargleph of Mangle/Glyph of Shrednk/DpsGlyph InstitutsGlyph. Of agility, it is only a waste of gems), penetration of the armor, CR, CR, è tactic, which affects, interprets. While a fierce
Druid agility increases his dodge, attacking power, climal blow and armor. Or with that, because you have more possibilities to hit blows in the objects that give an attack power. Inhants you can increase it. The attack power also increases the harmful damage you do. Talents increase our possibility of crisis. In a struggle against the boss, our
possibility of crust is reduced by 4.8%, you must pay attention to it.% BLOWS Visual = 100%) is 79.8% - Cap -Wounded (+ 25% CRIT of talent - 4.8% CRIT = Suppress - Yellow hat (- 4.8% of the critic suppression = 100%) A wild should have 60-70% of the critic who paid out, since it is turned decent (in the cat-shaped). Gem when I reach about 80% of
the completely polished critic and when I have other state.% Hit = 163.95 Hittinghit cap vs lvl 83 target: 8% Hit = 262.32 Experpertisee Hittingga Expercexe also an important statistics to obtain limits. Ã ¢+ 4% of fan damage -> debuff applied by combat bonfires (wild combat) or weapons warrior (Blood Frenzy) personal sanctuary I prefer the kings
of the kings. Paladini (Sancturaio) is+ 3% DMG -> BM Caã £ Â§ador (ferocious inspiration, their pets of pets) or paladin salary (healthy remuneration) traumabot -> another Feraldo warrior or the weapons that apply Mangano / Trauma For you, so that you can jump from your cycle in+ 3% Crit -> Debuff Elemental Applied Shaman (Ira Totem affects
all the objectives within 40 meters from the totem), the remuneration of Paladin (heart of the crusader, Paladin must judge a target) or the rifles for murder (master poisoners affects all the objectives that Rogue has poisoned; it can spread it with fans of the knives) ã ¢+ statistics -> every druid (s, which includes you!) Fire fire and Feral featie, you
can Apply it alone without losing DPS), Hunter (if they have a jar as a pet) and the sorcerers (curse of weakness) indicate a loss of DPS for them)+ 3% acceleration ->
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